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consequences. Different latent interaction and multiple regression techniques were employed to investigate the effects of EO on
performance indices of research centers from universalistic and contingency perspectives. It was concluded that EO has the strongest
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1. Introduction
The essential role of knowledge in economic development of societies, especially in developing countries, has
brought different types of academic and knowledge-based entrepreneurship into the attention. Nowadays, the
authorities expect Universities and Public Research & Technology Institutions (RTIs) to contribute in
development of country by commercializing the results of publicly funded research. Therefore, RTIs are being
encouraged to be more entrepreneurial, requiring inevitable changes in their governance structure (Todorovic et
al., 2011). Despite the fact that everybody expects RTIs to be more entrepreneurial, very little is known about the
appropriate strategies to achieve this objective; and the consequences thereafter.
In this study, we have utilized the renowned and widely-used construct of Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) from
corporate entrepreneurship to shed some light on benefits and consequences of being entrepreneurial at RTIs. By
employing a mixed explorative research design, we first developed a contextualized variant of EO scale to
measure the EO of 15 research centers within 3 public RTIs in Iran's energy industry. Later on, the predictive
ability of this scale against the performance indices of research centers was deliberated from universalistic and
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contingency perspectives, considering different organizational and environmental factors that moderate the
relationship.

2. Literature Review
The concept of Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) is one of the widely used constructs in corporate
entrepreneurship literature. Since its introduction to the scholarly community by Miller (1983), and subsequent
development of its original measurement scale by Covin and Slevin (1989), this construct/scale has been used in
many empirical studies by numerous scholars. According to the literature, the concept of EO is significant
because it fills an important gap in entrepreneurship literature by denoting the characteristics of an entrepreneurial
firm (Covin and Lumpkin, 2011), in three dimensions of "Proactiveness", "Risk taking", and "Innovation". A
decade after its introduction, Lumpkin and Dess (1996) augmented the scale with two dimensions of "Competitive
Aggressiveness" and "Autonomy".
EO encompasses entrepreneurial strategy-making policies, practices and processes aimed at developing
opportunities for the organization (Muchiri and McMurray, 2015); and some authors have presented EO
consisting of processes, structures, or behaviors that can be described as aggressive, innovative, proactive, risk
taking, or autonomy seeking . In a nutshell, EO is a behavioral construct which could be viewed as a set of
policies (practices), processes (procedures) as well as activities (behaviors) which form the basis of an
organization's engagement in entrepreneurial activities. For the purpose of this research, EO construct and its
relationship with Performance have some subtle properties which had to be noted while planning and performing
the research, and henceforward we will briefly mention these significant issues:
2.1. Organizational Context: It is vital to memo that EO scale has been developed and used for private firms; and
thus, its measurement scales have limited applicability in other organizational contexts. It is almost intuitive that
meaning of being "Entrepreneurially Oriented" must be different within public or non-profit sectors, due to
inevitable differences in their objectives, structure, and governance structure (Todorovic et al., 2011; Zahra et al.,
2014). As an instance, a specific unidimensional measurement scale for university departments has been
developed by Todorovic et al. (2011). This contemplation led us to the idea that for the purpose of measuring the
EO of research centers within public RTIs, we need to first develop a context-specific measurement scale. In our
study, we first developed a new measurement scale, measured by 25 items, demonstrating the propensity of
research centers to engage in academic entrepreneurship; which proved to have a relatively strong positive effect
on their financial performance.
2.2. Relationship with Performance: While many empirical studies have concluded that EO has a positive impact
on performance of the firms (Rauch et al., 2009) especially in hostile environments (Covin and Slevin, 1989),
there has been a long debate on whether EO is always an appropriate strategic orientation? Initially,
the EO studies were founded on the universal effect approach, assuming that EO is universally beneficial. Later
on, based on premises of Contingency theory, EO literature discussed many variables moderating the EO–
performance relationship (Linton, 2016; García-Villaverde et al., 2013; De Clercq et al., 2010). Empirical
research has found that the effect of EO on performance varies in dissimilar environments and internal settings,
highlighting the importance of a contingent approach (two-way interaction). Moreover, it is crucial to recognize
the multidimensional nature of the Performance construct. Employing Entrepreneurial strategy and EO may, at
times, lead to favorable outcomes on one performance dimension and unfavorable outcomes on a different
performance dimension. Therefore, it is essential to memo that the conceptual argument of the EO–performance
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relationship focuses mainly on financial aspects of performance and the relationship between the EO construct
and nonfinancial goals is less straightforward and expected to be weak, due to tenuous nature of the relationship.
2.3. Entrepreneurship at Public RTIs: Research and Technology Institutions (RTIs), and the specialized
Research Centers therein, should be considered as hybrid organizations along two dimensions. They often occupy
an intermediary position between public and private organizations when it comes to outputs, governance,
ownership, and other issues. In an ideal world, the hybrid nature of research Institutions/centers can create
opportunities for combinations of academic work and practical problem-solving (Gulbrandsen, 2011). As an
essential part of national innovation system, RITs are expected to involve in knowledge-intensive
entrepreneurship, and consequently, play a role in innovation, transformation of industrial system and economic
growth. In the broad sense, knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship may take place in various ways: through the
foundation of new firms, or through the display of entrepreneurial spirit within existing firms, or through the
actions within public research organizations such as universities or RTIs. The latter form is commonly known as
Academic Entrepreneurship, and could be defined as the involvement of academic scientists and organizations in
commercially relevant activities in different forms, including industry-university collaborations, university-based
venture funds, university-based incubator firms, start-ups by academics, and double appointments of faculty
members in firms and academic departments.

3. Conceptual framework & Hypotheses

The conceptual framework of study has been depicted in Figure 1. It is a contextualized version of the proposed
framework by Lumpkin and Dess (1996) which relates EO of organization to its Performance. Consistent with EO
literature, the following hypotheses were developed for investigation:
H1: EO has a positive effect on financial performance of research centers
H2: EO has a positive effect (weaker than H1) on non-financial indices of research centers
H3: The relationship between EO and financial performance is moderated by RTI policies. Favorable policies
of RTI regarding entrepreneurship, strengthens the relationship
H4: The relationship between EO and financial performance is moderated by environmental factors. Favorable
environmental conditions dampen the positive relationship between EO and financial performance.
H5: The relationship between EO and financial performance is moderated by internal factors. Favorable
internal conditions strengthen the positive relationship between EO and financial performance.
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework of research
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3.1. Operationalization of Constructs: Historically, the construct of EO and its related measurement scales in the
corporate entrepreneurship literature have been developed and validated for private firms (Covin and Slevin,
1989; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996). In recent years, several scholars have questioned the applicability of EO scales
in organizational contexts other than private firms, such as governmental and non-profit organizations, and thus, it
has been suggested that contextualized variations of EO scale must be developed to be used in specific
organizations (Todorovic et al., 2005; Zahra et al., 2014). With this premise, we employed exploratory sequential
(Qualitative - Quantitative) design (Creswell and Clark, 2007), to first develop an scale to measure EO within our
specific context, as well as other constructs within our conceptual framework.
Consistent with scale development literature by (Hinkin, 1995; Worthington and Whittaker, 2006; Stratman and
Roth, 2002), Phase 1 (qualitative) was designed to generate the items related to constructs in the conceptual
framework. We performed semi-organized extensive interviews with top and middle managers of 15 research
centers within three RTIs, using an interview protocol which was the results of a thorough review of EO
literature. The interviews were recorded and then transcribed to be used in open and axial coding (theme
analysis).
After generating the potential items for each construct, and for reducing the number of potential items (Item
purification), we initially performed a pilot survey in two research centers; and by help of a focus group and factor
analysis, the final instrument was developed in which 25 items were meant to measure the EO of research centers.
Furthermore, a total of 18 items were selected (based on the discrimination they brought to the instrument) to
represent other constructs - environmental factors (6), internal factors (5), and RTI policies (7) – in the final
instrument. By adding four questions to assess the financial and scientific performance of research centers
(monetary performance, granted patents, published papers and published books), the final questionnaire was
formed with 47 questions in likert scale for the final survey.
The organizational survey was performed in 15 research centers of three RTIs in Energy Industry of Iran. Equal
number of 23 questionnaires was distributed among the target population of each research center (middle
managers); which resulted in 181 responses (representative of about %51 of the target population). The gathered
data was then used to investigate the research hypotheses.
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4. Performance Implications
In this section, we utilized Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) & Multiple Regression techniques to investigate
the EO-performance relationship from various perspectives, by examining the 6 research hypotheses as described
before. We used IBM AMOS v24 to build measurement models of all constructs within our conceptual framework
(Figure 1), and then investigated reliability, convergent validity, & discriminant validity of constructs (Table 1). It
was concluded that measurement models are in good fit with data (181 cases), the constructs are reliable, and
validity criteria is fulfilled.
Table 1: Reliability, Convergent validity and Discriminant validity analysis
Reliability

Convergent & Discriminant Validity

α > 0.7

Constructs

CR

AVE

MSV

Int. Factors

0.917

Int. Factors

0.963

0.838

0.187

0.915

0.961

EO

0.894

0.678

0.340

0.432

0.823

0.945

Env. Factors

0.940

0.727

0.340

0.320

0.583

EO

Env. Factors

0.853

4.1. Universalistic Perspective: This perspective simply assumes that EO is always beneficial, mainly for
financial performance. In order to examine the H1 and H2 hypotheses, we fitted five structural models to dataset
with EO as independent variable (predictor) and different performance indices as dependent variable.
Table 2 reports the results, which indicate that EO has a substantial positive relationship with financial
performance (R2=%39), and the relationship is weaker for other performance indices.
Accordingly, it can be concluded that H1 and H2 are correct. It is remarkable that the strongest relationship among
non-financial indices is for patents, showing that EO is able to explain %11 of variance in patenting activates by a
research center. This is due to a relatively close relationship between patenting and technology commercialization,
which is consistent with the findings of Todorovic et al. (2011). Furthermore, the goodness of fit indices for five
structural models were investigated and it was concluded that they are all within acceptable range and the
relationships are statistically significant, except for Sp3 (books) denoting that there is no significant relationship
between EO and publication of books.
Table 2: SEM regression results on different independent variables
Index

Standardized regression
weight p-value

Variance explained
(R2)

EO  Fp (Financial Performance)

0.63 ***

% 39

EO  Sp1 (Research Papers)

0.24 **

%6

EO  Sp2 (Patents)

0.33 ***

% 11

EO  Sp3 (Published Books)

0.10 p=0.194

%1

EO  SP (Mean of Spn)

0.29 ***

%8

Structural Model
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4.2. Contingency Perspective: The contingency approach simply acknowledges the fact that the effect of EO on
financial performance is under the influence of other issues as well. Corresponding to our conceptual framework,
we separately investigated the moderating effect of three constructs (RTI polices, Environmental factors, and
Internal factors) on EO-financial performance relationship to examine hypotheses H3, H4, and H5 respectively:
4.2.1. RTI policies (H3): In our survey, 7 items were intended to measure this construct which belongs to a higher
level of analysis. For all research centers within the same RTI, this construct plays the role of a constant (i.e.
control variable). Thus, the variations in this construct are meant to differentiate RTIs in terms of their
encouraging policies regarding academic entrepreneurship. Noting that our sample is drawn from three different
RTIs, we used multi-group moderation technique to examine H3 hypothesis. By interpreting "RTI policies" as a
categorical variable, we calculated the un-weighted mean of seven related items to generate a score for each RTI.
A multi-group moderation analysis was then conducted to see the chi-square difference in fully constrained and
un-constrained models. For one of RTIs with a very low number of samples, the EO-performance relationship
was not significant, and for other two RTIs, the results have been reported in Table 3.
As the chi-square difference between the two groups is more than the calculated threshold (4.61 for %90
confidence), it can be concluded that favorable RTI polices will strengthen the positive effect of EO on financial
performance of research centers, as evident by the differences between RTIs I & II in the Table 5 (higher RTI
score is consistent with better performance and stronger relationship); therefore, we can conclude that H 3 is
approved (with %90 confidence).
Table 3: Multi-group Moderation analysis results (chi-square difference = 4.9)
RTI

Standardized regression weight p-value
***

I

0.596

II

0.414 **

Variance explained (R2)

RTI Policy (Score)

Performance (Score)

% 35

1.35

2.51

% 17

1.15

2.44

4.2.2. Environmental and Internal factors (H4 & H5): The "Environmental Factors" construct represents the
influencing factors from the research center's close environment which is beyond the control of both RTI and
research center. In order to operationalize this construct, the related codes were separated in interviews and by a
frequency-based approach, six items with the highest frequency were selected to be included in instrument in
conceptual categories of “Industry Characteristics” and “Environment Munificence” which are both consistent
with the suggestions of EO literature (Covin and Lumpkin, 2011). The "Internal factors" construct corresponds to
some internal organizational characteristics which influence all activities within the research center (including
entrepreneurial activities). A number of these characteristics are the inevitable results of some historic pathway,
social values, etc. Although these factors are not completely under control of the management, it does make sense
to assume that the management policies can influence these factors (at least in mid-term); and consequently,
providing a better environment for entrepreneurial activities. Same as the environmental factors, in order to
operationalize this construct, the related codes were separated in interviews and by a frequency-based approach
(inductive), and five items with the highest frequency (mentioned by more than 10 interviewees) were selected to
be included in the final instrument in two conceptual categories of “Management Style” and “Organizational
Culture” which are both consistent with the suggestions of EO literature (Leyerer, 2012).
In order to carefully examine H4 & H5, we decided to employ a combination of multiple regression techniques and
SEM. In multiple-regression, an interaction term is expected to be uncorrelated with the predictor variables to
avoid the problem of collinearity. In reality, the product term always has some degree of correlation with
predictor variables which leads to problems of instability of estimated regression weights. To overcome this
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challenge, we employed prior mean-centering of variables (Hayes, 2013), and a two step technique called
residual-centering has been proposed to ensure the orthogonality of the product term and its constituents (Little et
al., 2007). Although multiple regression techniques are vastly popular and rather easy to implement, we decided
to additionally utilize a latent-variable interaction technique with SEM, known as Moderated Structural Equation
Modeling (MSEM), to enhance the robustness of the results. Among many available MSEM methods, we used a
method proposed and enhanced by Ping (1995 - 2011) in which only one interaction term is being calculated in a
two-stage process to be included in the MSEM. The main advantage of Ping method is that it does not increase
the model's degrees of freedom. Details of this technique have been described at (Foguet et al., 2008; Convey et
al., 2015; Ping, 1995; Ping, 2001). Tables 4 and 5 have reported the results of applying three techniques on data
with different moderators. As evident in Tables 4 and 5, it can be concluded that:
 Environmental factors negatively moderates the EO-financial performance relationship (i.e. damps the
relationship by reducing the slope). The results of three techniques are similar; all indicating a statistically
significant negative moderating effect on relationship. Adding the moderator and interaction clearly have
increased the predictive capability of model and the full model is able to explain %45 ~ %48 of variance in
financial performance, of which, %2.6 ~ %3 is on behalf of the interaction term. This last observation is of
particular importance since the interaction term is proved to be able to explain a unique and statistically
significant share of variance. In conclusion, it is evident that EO effect on financial performance of research
centers is contingent upon different environmental conditions, and interaction of these variables has a meaningful
effect of the dependent variable. The direction of this effect has been depicted in Figure 2 by plotting the
conditional effect of EO on financial performance in different values of moderator. Obviously, higher level of
moderator dampens the relationship and the maximum effect of EO on financial performance is within lower
values of moderator (i.e. bad environmental conditions). Consequently, the results approve H 4 in the context of
study. Moreover, we employed the Johnson-Neyman technique (Hayes, 2013) to identify the significance range of
moderating effect. It was showed that significance region covers % 87.7 of moderator values; and, the moderation
is NOT significant at highest levels of Environmental factors (% 12.3). It can be concluded that in very favorable
environmental conditions, the effect of EO on financial performance will probably vanish.
 Internal factors may positively moderate the EO-financial performance relationship (i.e. strengthen the
relationship by reducing the slope). In all three techniques, the moderating effect is NOT statistically significant,
although the direction of effect is positive. Adding the moderator and interaction to model enhances the predictive
capability up to 55 ~ 59 percent, but the variance explained by the interaction term is less than 1 percent and
statistically insignificant. For conceptual purposes, The direction of this insignificant effect has been depicted in
Figure 2 by plotting the conditional effect of EO on financial performance in different values of moderator,
implying that the better internal conditions, the stronger the relationship between EO and financial performance.
Consequently, the results can NOT approve the hypothesis H5.
Table 4: Un-standardized Regression Coefficients for different predictors (A: Environmental factors, B: Internal factors)
Method
Predictors
Independent Variable (EO)

Ping MSEM
A
0.66

Residual Centering

B
***

0.57

A
***

0.59

B
***

0.55

Mean-Centering
A

***

0.61

B
***

0.56 ***

Moderator (A or B)

0.24 ***

0.51 ***

0.34 ***

0.52 ***

0.30 ***

0.53 ***

Interaction (EO × Moderator)

-0.18 ***

0.07 p=0.167

- 0.23 ***

0.089 p=0.186

- 0.23 **

0.088 p=0.143
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Table 5: Variance Explained (R2) for different predictors (A: Environmental factors, B: Internal factors)
Ping MSEM

Method
Predictors

A

Independent Variable (EO)

0.39

Residual Centering

B
***

0.39

A
***

0.34

B
***

0.34

Mean-Centering
A

B

***

0.34***

0.34 ***

Moderator (A & B)

0.31 ***

0.44 ***

0.30 ***

0.42 ***

0.30***

0.42 ***

EO, Moderator

0.45 ***

0.58 ***

0.42 ***

0.55 ***

0.42***

0.55 ***

EO, Moderator, Interaction

0.48 ***

***

***

***

0.45***

0.56 ***

ΔR2 for Interaction

0.03 ***

0.026 **

0.004 p=0.143

0.59

0.009 p=0.167

0.45

0.026 ***

0.56

0.004 p=0.186

Figure 2: Graphical depiction of moderating effect on EO-performance relationship
Left: Environmental factors (significant), Right: Internal factors (insignificant)

5. Discussion
In this research, by developing a contextualized variant of EO scale to measure the Entrepreneurial Orientation of
public research centers, we used SEM and multiple-regression techniques to investigate the EO-Performance
relationship by examining six research hypotheses. Regarding EO-Financial Performance relationship, while
positive effect of "internal factors" does make sense, the negative effect of "environmental factors" seems to be
odd, and needs some explanation. This phenomenon, which is in fit with previous empirical studies in EO
literature (Wiklund and Shepherd, 2005; Covin and Slevin, 1989), could be described from both practical and
theoretical points of view:
From practical perspective, the research center working in an environment so favorable, in which many
opportunities are available to be exploited, does not need to employ an entrepreneurial strategy to get a project.
When industry conditions are favorable for technological activities and environment munificence is at high levels,
the ability to discover or create new opportunities is not of use, and research center (more or less) will benefit
from the positive conditions. In such circumstances, the organization can improve its financial performance just
by focusing on its internal conditions to increase the efficiency in opportunity exploitation. From theoretical
viewpoint, we rely on resource-based theory of the firm which suggests that each organization is a unique bundle
of resources, capabilities, and competencies; and the competitive advantage is the result of difference in this
unique bundle. EO is a source of discrimination and competitive advantage, in the sense that high levels of EO
enable the research center to discover or create new technological opportunities to be exploited. The point is, the
EO-induced discrimination is of more importance in unfavorable environmental conditions; and thus, EO is a
discrimination mechanism for harsh conditions, in which the industry (for any reason) is not eager for
technological collaboration.
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